
indoor/outdoor

RUG CARE 
GUIDE

To keep your rug looking its best for as long 

as possible we have created some top tips on 

how to care for your new indoor/outdoor rug

Indoor/Outdoor – good to know
Our indoor/outdoor rugs are crafted 

using all-weather yarns - rain and water doesn’t 
bother them! Resistant to fading, mould and 
mildew, our rugs are highly durable yet soft 

underfoot, offering you excellent performance 
outdoors or in.

Un-rolling your rug
To help your rug lay flat, unroll your rug, 

flip over, re-roll and leave in a warm room for 
24 hours. This will help reduce any wrinkles 

from packing.

Day to day care
Our indoor/outdoor rugs are easy to care for 

and require little maintenance. Simply shake or 
vacuum to remove any dirt and crumbs. Like 

most rugs it’s best to remove the beater brush 
before vacuuming. 

Loose ends
Snip any loose fibres carefully with  

scissors – never pull.

Safety first
Using your rug indoors? Don’t forget to add 
an anti-slip underneath your rug to prevent 

the rug from slipping.

Spills
When spills occur, use mild soap and rinse 

with a hose on both sides. Hang the rug or lay 
it out in the sun to dry. 

Long term care
When the weather turns, why not find a new 
home for your outdoor rug indoors? From 

kitchens, to dining rooms, hallways and kids 
playrooms, this rug is the perfect all-rounder. 

Alternatively, you can roll, cover and store your 
rug and wait for sunnier days.

AFTER OPENING
Re-roll your rug pile out for 
24 hours to reduce curling. 
Regularly turn to ensure even wear. 

EASY CLEAN
Use mild detergent and 
soft brush. Rinse well with 
water and dry before use.

OUTDOOR USE
UV resistant to help prevent 
fading. Use on a dry, flat 
surface to extend its life. 


